
Hamiltonian in Magnetic Substances
Localized electrons systems

H = -2JexΣij Si・Sj

Jex < 0 （in case of   wave functions mixed ）

：Antiferromagnetism

Jex > 0 （in case of wave functions orthgonalized ）

：Ferromagnetism



Paramagnetism Ferromagnetism Antiferromagnetism

Quantum mechanical 
Exchange interaction Jex

Magnetism in Localized Electrons Systems



3d Transition elements

4f Rare earth elements

Periodic Table for atomic element



Magnetic moments for free atoms or  ions

d- or f- electrons derived systems exhibit atomic magnetism1.      Either d- or f- shell  electrons wave functions are distributed at closer location to 
nuclei than either s- or  p- shell are. 

2.     Angular dependence of d- and f- wave functions are so complicated that their 
contirbution to covalent bonding is not so significant

What is  L-S multiplet ?  Consider two electrons on either p or d shells.

Electron-electron interaction lifts such the degeneracy as 6C2=15 for p shell and 10C2=45 for 
d shell.  Eigen energy at each state with two electrons is given as follows ; 

Ep() = 2Ep
0 + U >  Ep(  , ,  ) 

= 2Ep
0 + U – Jex (because of Jex > 0) 

 



When Jex is negative due to the overlap of wave functions among 
nearest neighbor atomic sites,  Spins are anti-parallel. On the other 
hand,  if the wave function is orthogonalized, Jex is always positive 

and hence ferromagnetic coupling is realized

Proof:

1 / r is expanded in a Fourier series as

Jex = －2St + J’ = J’ (because of  S=0)



いろいろな軌道：電子の存在確率
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(2) Real number representation     
of 3d wave functions

(1)  Complex number representation  
of 3d wave functions
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3d orbitals

orbitals

Ed() = 2Ed
0 + U > Ed(  , ,  ) = 2Ed

0 + U - Jex (because of Jex > 0) 

3d4 : S=2

3d9 : S=1/2



Hund’s rule is applied to determine the ground state in 
LS multiplets ;

1. the maximum S among possible configurations, at the 
same time,

2. the state possesses the maximum L.

LS multiplet : when L and S are given, a number states of 
(2L+1)(2S+1) are possible.  What is the ground state for numbers of 

S and L with a lowest eigen energy ?

Electronic state for unoccupied shell is classified by four quantum 
numbers (L, ML, S, MS)

L :  Magnitude of total orbital angular momentum,  ML : z-component of  L

S : Magnitude of total spin momentum,                     MS : z-component of  S



How to obtain the total angular momentum J from 
S and L

Spin-orbit interaction makes LS multiples split into 
the J multiplets for J=S+L

Qualitative interpretation of spin-orbit interaction:

Electron spin feels magnetic field generated by  current I
due to orbital motions of  the nuclei with positive charge of 

Ze (Biot-Savart’law) 



Spin-orbit interaction :
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Effective Hamiltonian of spin – orbit interaction on the basis of 
Hund’s Rule

Less than half in orbital 
shell : n < 2l+1

d orbital  : n < 5

f orbital  : n < 7

si=S/n

More than half in 
orbital shell : n > 2l+1

d orbital  : n > 5

f orbital  : n > 7

si= –S/[2(2l+1) –n]





How to account total magnetic moment :  MJ = - gJμB (L + 2S)

The J value among J multiplets is detemined so as to have a lowest 
energy on the spin-orbit interaction

Using the Heisenberg equation :

Prove that



J = L + S

L= aJ+bJ ,    S=(1-a)J + cJ

Therefore,

a= [L2+S・L]/J2=[L2+(J2-L2-S2)/2]/J2=(J2+L2 - S2)/2J2

Total magnetic moment is derived in tems of  projected components of S
and L along J

gJ: Lande’s g factor



Paramagnetism and the Curie law of magnetic susceptibility

When magnetic field is applied along the z-axis, the Zeeman energy is 
given by 

The occupation probability at this eigen state at temperature T is 
expressed in terms of a Boltzmann distribution as 

Then, the thermal equilibrium is obtained as follows

N : avodadro number,  kB : Boltzmann constant



function
Curie Law for 

Paramagnetic materials

Prove the following formula ;

Saturation 
magnetizationCalculate the Curie constant C



Here you find the following definition



Paramagnetism of Rare earth ions including 4f shell

4f electrons  does not so strongly interact with surrounding ions,

keeping their localized character.

Therefore, the magnetic moment per ion is described in terms of  J . 

Effective momentsp=gJ )1( JJ

(T)=(NB
2/3kBT)p2

To confirm this, the theoretical value is compared with the experimental value



H / T

M(H / T)



Effective moments for Rare earth ions

EXP thery + thery ++



Magnetic moments of  ions in the crystal

Orbital moment is quenched, confirmed experimentally by 
the following results

3d electrons in the d shell are strongly interacted with the 
surrounding crystal electric field potential 



(1) Complex number representation of 3d wave functions :

(2)  Real number representation of 3d wave functions :

We have the following relation between the representations of 
above (1)  and  (2)



(2) Real number representation     
of 3d wave functions

(1)  Complex number representation  
of 3d wave functions





What is the origin of crystal electric field

Crystal field potential is given by 

For example, we consider the magnetic ions surrounded  by 
octahedral oxygen ions which is displayed as follow :

Which electron’s wave function is in a state with eigen energy lower 
than the other  ?

Electric field produced by surrounding ions acts on electrons in the d shell.

Hcrys=i Vcr(ri)



dzx
22 yx

d




Here, we see that a real representation of wave function results in <lz>= 0, 
as an example for  the case of 

It is proved that this wave function is not an eigen-state for lz  from the 
relation       

In fact, <lz>= 0  is valid from the following calculations;

= 0



The orbital moment is quenched in case of the degeneracy being lifted up.

Because the wave function is described by the real component, we have 
the following relation : 



Strong crystal field effect (Vcr) breaks up the Hund’s rule (VH )

We consider the following case :

Vcr  < VH
d6: Fe3+, Co2+

Vcr  > VH
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Hunds’ rule and Crystal 
Electric Field Effect 

Electron Configuration in Transition Metal Ions



Problem 7
1. 3d3 (S= ?, L= ?, J= ?, ESL= ?)

2. 4f8  (S= ?, L= ?, J= ?, ESL= ?)



Spin configurations in localized magnetic  systems 

F(T)=C/(T - Tc)

with Tc=2zJS(S+1)/3kB

(T)=C/TAF(T)=C/(T + TN)

Temperature variation of susceptibility  for  localized systems 

Paramagnetism Ferromagnetism AntiFerromagnetism



・Magnetic field  control of  resistance

・Photo-irradiation control of resistance

・Electric field control of magnetization



Charge

OrbitalSpin

Electric field
Photo Irradiation

External 
StrainMagnetic Field

Pressure Induced 
Metal-Insulator Transition

Magnetic field
induced structural phase transition

Magnetic Field Induced 
Metal-Insulator Transition

Giant Change in Resistance 
by Magnetic Field

Strongly 
Correlated 
Materials

Magnetic field Electric field Strength of photon

Photo irradiationElectric FieldMagnetic Field

Conductivity
Magnetization

MagnetizationConductivity

Giant Response to magnetic and electric fields 
due to the multi-criticality



Electronic Strucutre of Mn  

Perovskite Oxides

Application of  spin degree of freedom

Crystal Structure of Mn Perovskite Oxides 
LaMnO3



Perovskite

Transition metal 
Elements

Oxygen

Rare earth
ions

Layered Perovskite



eg

t2g

x2-y2 3z2-r2  

Mn4+ Mn3+

(d3, S=3/2) (d4, S=2)

3d orbital
10Dq JH>0

Mn
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MnO6 Octahedron

xy            yz           zx

Hund’s Coupling JH ＞ CEF splitting 10Dq

Electronic Structure of Manganese oxides
La3+MnO3Sr2+MnO3



Ferromagnetic 
Metal

Resistance

Temperature (K)

By doping,  Ferromagnetic metallic state is stabilized

Antiferromagnetic 
Insulator



強いスピン-電荷結合
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　伝導電子

          フント結合

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　局在スピン

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Strong coupling of spin and 
charge degrees of freedom

Hund’s coupling

Conduction 
electrons

Localized 
spins

La3+MnO3 Sr2+MnO3



Mixed configuration  of Mn4+ (S=3/2) and Mn3+(S=2) ions 

(a)  d spins are ferromagnetic, d electron is mobile.

(b)  d spins are antiferromagnetic, d electron is localized.



When Jex is negative due to the overlap of wave functions among 
nearest neighbor atomic sites,  Spins are anti-parallel. On the other 
hand,  if the wave function is orthogonalized, Jex is always positive 

and hence ferromagnetism is realized

Proof:

1 / r is expanded in a Fourier series as

Jex = －2St + J’ = J’ (because of  S=0)



There is a restriction for electrons to transfer depending on 
spin and orbital states



(Nd,Sm)0.5Sr0.5MnO3CMR effect

Colossal
Magneto

Resistance

Magnetization

Resistance

Magnetic field



Competition between Ferromagnetic 
Metallic and charge ordered 

insulating phases

eg orbits

t2g 
orbits

local spins Magnetic 
field

Conductivity  controlled by 
Magnetic filed → local spins 

→ mobile electrons

Magnetic Field Control of  Magnetic and  Transport Properties 
in Pr1-xCaxMnO3

Conduction 
electron

Hund’s rule



Magnetic field (T)

Resistance Photo-induced insulator –
metal transition





3d band structures



Itinerant Magnetism & Spin-fluctuations
Antiferro.

Localized magnetism

when taking 
<Siz>=const.

=IN(EF)

aj

Increase of electron 
correlation 

Metal Insulator

Metal-Insulator 
transition

Stoner model 
for itinerant 

electrons

Heisenberg model 
for itinerant 

electrons

This relationship replaces  the abvoe 
second term in Hamiltonian to  the follows; 

Wave-number dependent susceptibility follows a Currie 
Weiss law in a different origin from the localized model

Weak itinerant 
Ferro. 

Weak itinerant 
Antiferro.

Self-consistent renormalization (SCR) theory:

<Siz(t)Siz(t’)> ~ <Siz(t)><Siz(t’)>

Ferromagnetism.

Localized 
electrons  mag.









What is a half metal ? 



(ii)  J < 0  の物質

S1とS2は逆方向を向く

反強磁性

強相関効果は本当に役に立ち

Antiferromagnetic Mott Insulator

Ｊ

High-Tc SC

A Route to Search Room-temperature SC

High-performance 
Permanet Magnet

All spins become 
anti-parallel 

Tc = 135 K

300150

R
(Ω)

Ferromagnetic metal

t << U

Nd2Fe14B

Tc ∝ J/10

Tc~1000Kt ≥ Ueff

Tc~150 K



スピン超格子

CRL

ネオジウム
永久磁石

半導体：集積回路素子

科学的課題：電子状態の可視化と制御から創発する知と機能

多層系銅酸化物
高温超伝導物質

Tc = 135 K

「モノ」の多様性と普遍的な「学理の探究」と「知の活用」

光合成（II）活性中心
マンガン磁性錯体

:Mn原子(spin)

植物

2H2O O2 + 4e + 4H+

ミクロ構造がマクロ物性機能を発出

Mn電子スピン状態の
4段階にわたる変化

電子の間に働く反発力と
低エネルギー電子移動

スピン軌道作用に
よる多様性
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強相関効果は機能を生み出す
Hubbard model 

H= - t∑a+
i+1ai  + U∑ni↑ni↓

Kinetic energy 

To see outside world
On-site Coulomb repulsive interaction

Make them away from each other

金属

Insulator

metal

高温強磁性

高温超伝導



スピントロ二クスとは



Application of  Magneto-resistive effect 

Structure of HardDisc Magneto-resistivei device 
structure





Characteristics of New type of 
Tunnel magneto-resistive (TMR) 
device, demonstrating a giant 

TMR ratio;

ρAF-ρF

ρF
TMR =             =140 %

Microscope-image of TMR device



History of increasing memory 
density with year





TMR =                =
ρAF-ρF

ρF

2PAPB
1-PAPB

(PA: spin polarization of
metal A)

Parallel spin

・If PA=PB=1, then TMR → ∞
FM metal A FM metal B

barrier

Spin polarization and Tunnel Magneto-Resistance（TMR)

barrier

Antiparallel spin








